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About This Game

Think, Roll, Match, Survive!

InnerCube is an action-puzzle game, where you control a multi-colored cube using the keyboard to navigate around a grid.
Capture colored tiles by rolling the identical color on the cube on top of a tile.

Choose from two different modes: a challenging Puzzle Mode where every move counts or a fast and frantic Survival Mode!

 How long can you survive?

 100+ Puzzle Levels and 7 Sectors.

 Unlock new levels, Gold Status and Perfect Status in Puzzle Mode.

Puzzle Mode

 Solve Puzzle levels by collecting color tiles.

 105 levels of mind bending action.

 Earn Gold status by completing a level under the target number of moves; earn Perfect status by completing a level in
the minimum number of moves possible.
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Survival Mode

 Score as many points as you can before getting trapped!

 Collect bombs to get yourself out of trouble.

 Capture tiles in quick succession for huge combo bonuses!

 30 different score rankings.
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Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Schell Games
Publisher:
Schell Games
Release Date: 13 Feb, 2015
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i love this game but its only flaw is that there isnt enough people playing it i you did something like its free for a weekend then
you would get some players to start playing then they would tell there friends to get it later
. Theres nothing else to say but that this is just the best game out there. A classic, with unique gameplay and exciting action
packed engagements.. Incredibly spotty, patchy puzzling masterpiece that I simply exist you play.. Cool pretty game. I know this
guys myself - and know how they did everything qualitatively. I recommend!. 2 out of 5 Stars (I am being generous)

Negatives:
1. This game has great potential but fails to live up to it.
2. Much of the game mechanics are cumbersome. The tech tree is predictable and short.
3. The computer AI is not aggressive even though at times while I was playing it clearly had advantages.
4. Some of the special tech advantages are not detailed in any manner and so as the player you will have no idea what you should
do.
5. Upgrading manufacturing companies is not at all detailed so its hard to decide what to do and how it will affect your fleet.

Positives:
1. One of the interesting mechanics is that you need to create negative "attitudes" against a prospective opponent. By that I
mean, you cannot attack a neighboring civ unless you first begin a negative attitude campaign and get it to a high enough level to
be able to declare war. It's a cool idea but like the rest of the game its poorly executed.

I would forgive this game if it was an Alpha or Beta but that is not the case with this game.

So 5 negative comments vs 1 positive comment = poorly made game.

DONT BUY IT. Finally a worthy chess-game, and sold for an awesome price on top!

This game features everything i could have wished for:
A beautiful presentation, including different chess pieces and tables, beautiful and relaxing music, a very extensive tutorial, ten
different AI strenghts, ranging from Ape to Grandmaster, ELO ratings, a save option with six save states, asynchronous online
play with a very active community, statistics, a replay function, and a lot of chess puzzles on top!

Absolutely recommended!
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Panzer Corps: Grand Campaign '39 is the first of the grand campaign DLCs for Panzer Corps. Like the other Grand Campaign
DLCs, it focuses on a specific time period of the war, here 1939 and early 1940, seen from the perspective of the German
forces.

I'm going to assume that anyone reading this review is already familiar with the core game. The DLC does not change any of the
core mechanics, so anyone who enjoys the main game is likely to enjoy this DLC, and anyone who did not like the core game
won't change their mind after having played this. What changes to the mechanics that does exist are minor.

Grand Campaign '39 has a grand total of 14 scenarios, though at 3 points during the campaign, your actions will determine
which scenario you'll play, so a playtrough will only be of 11-12 scenarios. The scenarios hold a very high quality, greater than
that of the core game, and offer a good amount of variety. During the invasion of Poland you'll have to deal with mostly open or
hilly terrain, and the levels offers many different approaches. The last 3 levels, which take place in Norway, are more narrow,
and you can't advance as fast due to both water and mountains being in the way.
The scenario are also designed in such a way that it shows that the Polish army was not helpless, and it does not perpetuate the
myth of the Polish cavalry charging tanks with their swords or lances because they thought they were trucks with planks on them
(this myth actually started as German propaganda, that was meant to show their "superiority", and for some reason it's still
something that kids learn in school).

Final Thought
Overall, I would highly recommend this to anyone who enjoyed Panzer Corps. You get 14 well designed scenarios for
5\u20ac, and your save carries over to the next DLC, Grand Campaign '40.
. Fun little game. Update: On level 4, I think I almost beat it, but the game has broken my will to live, this game is
HARD!

Played the demo a few times and snagged the game. Playing through the first few levels I'm really enjoying this game.
It certainly has the retro feel to it. It is certainly getting harder and still loving it. How did I miss this title? If you are
looking for an old school game and want something new, with a challengeI HIGHLY RECOMMEND THIS. Here is my
experience with the demo if you are curious:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=GS5IuxF4uNo. Insane amount of glitches, awful controls, terrible voice acting. 3\/10. GG
LOGO BIG. Why this game is Free.Nice game,Good graphics.Easy gameplay. Predictable Gameplay, Hidden Progression
Requirements, Asinine Objectives. Probably one of the worst gaming experiences I've had in awhile. I was bored. I felt
embarrassed for the game developers.. Didn't even use any of these guns that I know of. For me it was all about the taser, the
silenced pistol and the melee kills.. God knows the truth.
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